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SUMMARY
.. . _
.4 lijLcance17ation technique is presented for determining
bad dtitributions on thin m“ngs at euper80nic speed8. The
loading on a uing hating a presm”bed plan formis expressed as
the loading of a known related wing (such a8 a hrod.imenm”onal
or a tm”angular wing) minus the loading of an appro~”ate can-
cellatio n mung.
A general eqression ia den-red for tle load distribution orer a
cancellation un”-ng. l’%e expression h calid when the plan~orm
edge (on the cancellation u<ng) separating a. region of zero
upuxrsh from a region of known loading is ewywhere sub80ni-
cafly inclined to the free 8tream. The bwnda~ condition~ can
be 8aii8J?ed for both 8ub8imic leading and sub80nic trailing
p[an-form edgee on the prescribed wing.
The L&cancellation technique can be u8ed to$nd the loading
On a large ixwiety of wings. App1ication8 to swept unkg8 baring
cnwilinear plan fornw and to wings baring reentrant de edge~
are indicated.
INTRODUCTION
The method of Iift cancellation for obtaining the Iift dis-
tribution on thin wings at supersonic speeds was first sug-
gested in reference 1. The lift distribution on a given wing
is determined by cancebg excess lift, through the use of a
“cancellation wing,” on a rek.ted plan form having a known
loading. This approach has been applied by several authors
(for example, references 2 to 4). The expressions provided
in reference 1 are applicable for wings that can be generated
by the superposition of conical fiekls.
.4 procedure is presented in reference 5 for determining lift
on a more general class of plan forms than can be handIed by
conical superposition. The method utilizes a. surface dis-
tribution of doublets and an imrersion by means of Abel’s
int@ equation and is equimdent to a lift cancellation.
This report,, prepared at the N’ACA Lewis Laboratory, re-
tains certain features of reference 5 (that is, the use of a sur-
face distribution of doublets and an in~ersion by means of
- Abel’s integral equation), vihereaa other features are simpli-
fied and generalized. The simplification consists in elimin-
at~m steps in the procedure for obtaining lift distributions.
The generalization consists in determining a scktion that
oan be made to satisfy the boundary conditions for either a
subsonic leding edge or a subsonic trailing edge (Kutta con-
dition). The method of reference 5 yieIds only the Kutta
achtion. The Mkcancellation teohnique de~eloped herein
is illustrated by sewsmdexamples.
In a concurrent investigation (reference 6), source &s- ._
tributions and integral-equation formulations are applied to
obtain the loading on a special series of cancellation wings.
Reference 7 employs some of these cancellation wings for the
determination of Iift and moments on swept whgs.
THEORY
The usuaI assumptions of an in~ld fluid and smaUper-
turbations are made. The -relocity fieId consists of the free-
stream velocity U (taken in the positive z~ection) pks the
perturbation velocities u, V, and to. The wing boundary
conditions are specified in the 2=0 pkme.
The local Iift coefficient ACEmaybe expressed in te+s of
Au; that is.
PB.—PT 2 (uT—~B) ~AuAC, =—=
u
-
!l u
(1)
(All symbols used in this report are de&ed in appendix A)
Inasmuch as the local lift coefficient is &rectIy proportional
to Au, Au wiII be referred to as “lift”in Iater development.
LIFT-C&”~TION METHOD
The lift distribution on a given wing is to be determined by _
canceling excem lift on a related ming with a lmown loading.
The method is illustrated in figure 1. The wing for mhich the .
lift distribution is desired is shown in figure 1 (a). The sok-
tion can be expressed as the two-dimensional wing (&.1 (b))
minus a cancellation wing (fig. 1 (c)). The loading in region I
of the cancellation wing equals the loading in the correspond-
ing region of the two-dimensional wing and the upvmsh w __
in region II of the cancellation wing is zero. The two-
dimensional wing minus the cancellation wing satisfies the
boundary conditions for the flow about the given wing and .~,
is the desired solution.
The fundamental probkn in the Iift-cancellation method
is then to determine the lift in region II of a cancellation
wing subject to the condition to=O in this region and with ._
the assumption of a known loading in region I. Solution of
this problern is presented in the foIlowing seotiona.
.—
DERI\-ATION OF IXQT-CANCELLATION EQUATIONS
The Iift distribution in region 11 will be expressed in terms __
of quantities in region I.
1Su~ .NAC4 TN 21M “Lif&CanceIIMon Tecblqne in IJnearized StqmrsonIc.Wing Thearg” by Eardd Mlr61s, 1950.
21.3t137--5~
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Consider the cancellation wing shown in figure 2. The
portion of the leading edge to the left of the origin coincidw
with a Mach line. The portion of the leading edge to the
right (designated r=rl (s)) is shown m a supersonic edge,
although no restrictions as to a subsonic or supersonic edge
are imposed. (A phm-form edge is subsonic or supersonic
depending on whether the component of the bee stream
normal to the edge is subsonic or supersonic.) The line
designated r=r,(s) separates region I and region II and is
(b)
(c)
(a) Given wing.
(b) Two-dimm8km81 wing.
(o) Cancellation wing.
hil’n~ I.–SuparPmitiOn b obt-alnMftongiVeIlWhliXby Cnm3hg Iiit on tWOdhM09iOnd
w[ng. (GivenwingefIua19twodlrnedondwingminnacane%htion wing.)
assumed to be subsonically inclined to the free stream at all
points. This line corresponds to a plan-form edge of the
wing for which the lift distribution is desired.
General solution for AP on oanceLIationwing.-The up-
wash field in the z=O plane (associated with an arbitrary
distribution of vorticity Au and Ao) may be written, from
reference 8,
The symbol ~ designates the finite part of an infinite integ-
ral, as dhed in reference 9. Application of the finite-part
concept ti linearized supersonic-wing theory and the evaha-
tion of the finite part of an infinite integral are discussed in
references 8 and 10. For the present, it will suflke to state
the fundamental definition of the finite part of an integral
with a 3/2-power singularity~nameIyj
IJ.’ j(xo)czx, J q.f(w)–j(z)]dz,u(z). (z–2%)’/’=@ (x–u)’1~ –(X+W (3)
By a transformation to the Mach coordinates of reference 11,
z=% (8+7j T=* (~—iw
2/=+ (~–~) s=% (x+ fll/)
2P dr d8elernent~ area=~
equation (2) becomes
‘=~~”-;; ‘-
Upon substitution of the limks of integration, as indicated
in figure 2,
.=g{~+- ““
—
(6)
FIOVM2.-TYPicdomcellatfcawing.
Integrating by parts, noting that AP= O at r,=rl(sJ, and
recalling the definition of the finite part (equation (3)) yield
(7)
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(8)
Shnil@, reversing the order of integration (with appro-
priate changes in limits of integration), integrating by parts,
and then returning to the original order of integration
estabIish the identity
(9)
The right side of equations (8) and (9) are identicaI. Equa-
tion (6) can now be written as
For points in region II, w=O and equation (10) becomes
or
where
(llb)
(12)
Equation (llb) is an integral equation for the unknown func-
tion G(r,s,). The scktion (appendix B) is
@(r, 80)= O (13)
Thus,
The right side of equation (14) will be considered known.
Equation (14) is then an integmd equation for A%. The
solution (appendix B) is
~- ‘2(J)
Apn= s f% dr~ (15)T ‘1(*) (T —7’J J--
Equation (15) indicates that the doublet strength in region
II, namely Ah, can be obtained by a Iine integration
along 8,=8 in region L The geometric interpretation of the
various terms in equation (15) is shown in figure 3 (a).
It can be shown, by expanding Am about ro=~,(s), that
equation (15) yields a continuous acdution (AKQ=Aw)
at ~=r,(a). (A discontinuity in Aq impk a lifting be
(reference 12) and is unrealistic.)
(T 1-.—..-$F- ....(/f a---- / f. ---. x--- / .ftF/- 9, s./ -.4- -. -.-. .-”” 1r, TO -. ---;;,-;) n -@)
(a)
8-81(+)->
.8.
b)
(a)Be.@onI inkrsectdby dght famed Mmb W fruu (r#).
(b) Region I Intmecksd by ha fixwardMachhe from(’4).
Fmmm3.-OmmetricIntarpmtatfmof tams h ewmtima(17mland (17b).
GeneraI solution for load distribution on cancelhtion
wing,-The load distribution in region II can be expressed as
or, from equation (15),
Differentiation yields (see appendix C)
Equation (17a) is the desired expression for the lift distribu-
tion in region II in terms of quadities in region I.
Consider Au= to eorwist of two components, AuII’ and
Au=”, where Au=’ and AuII” are the fist and second terms
on the right side of equation (17a), respectively. Inve&iga-
tion of the integrals indicates that at r=rl(8), AUII’=AUS;
-whereasAu~J’, in general, has a half-order Sing&rity.
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When region II is to the right of region I (fig. 3 (b)), the
integration for AUHis conducted along the line To=r and
may be written aa
A~l#=)’ 82(’)” A@. -‘_ .
u s%@J (8 — 8.) I’82(?’) — 80
Discussion of equations (17a) and (17b).—In the par-
agraph preceding equation (2), the Iine r=rz (s) was described
as subsonically inclined at all points to the free stream.
This condition is necesemy sc that the inner integral in equa-
tion (1la) (that is, @(r,so)) can be equated to zero for dl
points in region II. If this restriction on T=?’2(8) is not
satisfied, the development beyond equation (1la) becomes
=.-/g~-
/-
. .
0-. II
‘> ‘e
m
(s)R41.II UPSCIWUofIWIOUII (alongr-n(s)).
(b) Ro@on11upetrwnofregionI (alongr-r@).
FInUUE 4.-PoeelbIe rdatkme htwean regiom I and II in regard w determha.tion of MI.
invalid. The derivation of cancellation equations when
T=7’JL?) is supersonic was not undertalmn because such
problems can be so~ved more simply by other methods.
In regard to the boundary conditions, it has been assumed
tlmt A% is specified. Equations (17a) and (17b), however,
indicate that a knowledge of AQ is ak.o required in order
to obtain a solution for Aun. With regard to the deter-
mination of A~, two possibilitim exist,asNustrated in ligure 4.
In the firat case (fig, 4(a)), region I is upstream of region II
(along the Iine r=r,(s)) and A% is uniquely dtined by the
specified AM according to the relation
AW1–>‘
J—by z~(q)
Auldxo (18a)
The integration is conducted along lines of constant y.
In the second case (&g.4(b)), region II is upstream of region I
(along the line r=r,(g)) and the expre=ion for A% in region I
(for y< O) is
t) [sq(n)‘vI=2ij _Bv AurIdx,+ L9Au’dx@l “8b)
Equation (18b) indicates that a knowledge of Au= is required
in order to find A%. But A% must be known (equa-
tion (17a)) before Auu can be found. Thus, the solution for
Aun from a specified AuIis not unique for the configuration
of @yre 4(b) and an additional boundary condition must
be imposed. The line r=r2(s), however, corresponds to a
plan-form edge of the airfoil whose load distribution is
desired. The situation indicated in figure 4(b) occurs when
r=rz (8) corresponds to a subsonic trailing edge. The
additional condition to be imposed is therefore the Kuttu
condition. In terms of the cancellation wing, this condition
requires that the perturbation velocities be continuous in
Crosshg r=ra(s) .
Solution for AUDsatisfying Kutta condition at r=r9(s),—
It w-ill now be shown that when the Kutta condition is
imposed at r=rz (8), the appropriate Afi distribution is such
as to make the second integral in equation (17a) idcntictdly
zero; that is,
J
‘a(~) ~Au1—A v~
dr,= O
r,(t} [T2(8) —To] 1/2
hAp,
or, inasmuch as 13AuI-AvI= M —b,’
This concept and its proof follow from a
H. S. R1bner of the NACA Lewis laboratory.
Thus, from equations (7), (12), and (13),
% dr,
sr b, orl(d (r—rJ1fl=
suggestion of
(19)
for ~ points (rjg) in region II. Therefore,
~1 dTo
J
12(8) &..
J
r F dr.o
rl(a) (r—ro)l’z= — rz(s) (r —r,J1/2 (20)
When the limit as r approaches r,(s) is taken, equation (20)
becomes
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However, aAP&r. must be continuous in the vicinity of
r,(s). (The perturbation velocities on the basic wing can be
discontinuous only aIong Mach lines or along phm-form edges.
Inasmuch as r=~2(s) is neither of these cases, alI derivatives
of An must be continuous in the vicinity of r=ra (.s).)
When the Kutta condition is imposed, aAP&ro is there-
fore also continuous (and bounded) in the neighborhood of
r=r3(8). Then with the use of a mean value for bA~ra,
Therefore,
a~pl ~r
J
M) aj.o 0
0
rLh) [r2(s)—Ta] 1’2=
(23)
which #as to be proved.
The schtion for Au= that satisfies the Kutta’ con&tion at
r=r~s) is then, from equations (17a) and (23),
s.Jr—T2(8) ‘2(’) Au1dreAun= r r~(8) (r— r.) I/7@) —r.
for the wing of figure 3 (a). t%nildy,
(24a)
(24b)
for the wing of ilgure 3 (b).
b alternative derivation of equations (24a) and (24b)
(appendix D) indicates that onIy - solutio~ s&sfying the
Kutta condition will result from the integral equation for-
mulation of reference 5.
Sidewash in region II.-An expression for Aom can be ob-
tained by differentiating equation (15) with respect to y.
The restit is
Similarly, for region II to the right of region I,
When the Kutta condition applies, these equations become,
respectively,
J
APE= ~L-—r2 (8) ‘2(8) ArIdrO .—
n- r1(8)(r—rJ Jrz (8)—re
and
sAu=_>- a~(’)AuIds.— —x q(r) (8— SO)#8z (r) —8*
It should be noted that when r=r2(8) corresponds to a
subsonic trai@ edge, Ati, as viell as A%, is not generally
knomn. The preceding expressions are therefore primarily
usefuI for those problems where r=r~(s) corresponds to a
subsonic leading edge.
APPLICATIONS
The loading in region H of a cancellation wing is given
by the line integrals of equation (17a) or (17b). When the .
Kutta condition is imposed at a subsonic traihg edge, the
expressions reduce to equations (24a) and (24b). These
equations can be used to find the load distribution on a large
variety of wings. TFii with curvilinear pIan forms or
arbitrazy camber are extunples. In each case, however,
the solution for the related wing must be known.
The equations are applied in several illustrative examples.
OnIy the scdution associated with the cancellation wing is
considere& The complete solution consists of the loading
of the related wing minus the loading of the cancellation wing.
LEM3NGEDGE AND ~E-EDGE CA?SCEIJATIOISS
In leading-edge and side-edge csncellatiogs, the lift to be _
canceled is upstream or to the side of the plan form for which
the loading is desired (figs. 5 end 6).
fip region of swept wing.-The loding in the region
influenced by the side edge (II. ~d L of fig. 5) of a swept . .
wing ha- a subsonic leading and a supersonic trailing edge
can be obtained by canceling emess lift on a triangular viing.
The Kutta condition is apphd across the portion of r=r,(s)
influencing region 11~. The lift to be canceled in region I is _
(reference 13, equation (23))
HfP(s+T)
‘ul=&’=4@(~ +r)’–(~–~)’
(25)
where H and f3are constants defined in appendix A. The
doubIet distribution in region 1=, agaip from reference 13, is
from which
The sidewash distribution in region 1, (that is, Az@ could
be found by an integration of the type indicated in equa-
tion (18b). A knowledge of Aor,, however, is unnecessary in
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the present problem because the Kutta condition isapplied for
region IIb.
The loading in region H. is obtained by substituting
equations (25) and (26), with r replaced by r~,into equation
(17a), which yields
*U1l=H6~~T–T,(s) ‘2(’)
J
(8+ T&ir. “-
e T h (~) (T—ro) 4T8(8)—T04F(8+TJ2— (S—TO)*—
——
‘J;-]c: a$ix~~:::.o)’ ’27)
1
u
#.-
...
- /
-..
/-
,.
- .+
. .
/
#
T,rc.
. .
. .-.
-.
. .~.
...
FrauEm&-Cmcdldion forobtatnfng loadlng In tip r~glon of swept wing havfng swxrsrmfc
traublg edges.
For region 11*,the Kutta condition applies and
AU* -Htili- ‘~~a~
J
(S+r.)firo
b x h(d (T—T*) ~- eyt? +To)qs-ry
(28)
Equations (27) and (28) reduce b elliptic integrals of the
first, second, and third kinds upon transforming the variable
of integration from r, to 00 according to the relation
L [(1–f3)8+(ZXO07
‘“-1+8
(29)
where
aq=(l+fl)rg(s)- (l-~g
Equations (27) and (28) may then be written.:
*un Jle’.&?’,(@ (S+r)(i +8)
a — . F(:’nJ)-=@4-TT 88 {
P(i’’)-~(’J’)ll-H’:Js#]{2P(:”)-
‘(@fk)l-P(f’k)-F(@Jk)ll
(30)
and
Auub=
H(FJ- (s+T) (1+@)
cr so { F@n@-H@@)l-
p(;)k)-mk)~ (31)
where
d
k= ;a, a=(l+f?)T-(1-t?)/3
a2n= —; %=(1 +OT2(S)–(1 –f?)s
Reentrant side edge.— A plan form has a reentrant edge
if a line of constant y intersects the plan form at more than
two points.
The load distribution in the region infiuencod by the re-
entrant side edge is to be determined for the wing (unshaded
region) of figure 6. The side edge is fit, for simplicity, tlm
straight line r=Kas, which is a subsonic trailing edge
across which the Kutta condition is applied. The side edge
then alternately becomes a subsonic leading and a subsonic
trailing edge. The load distribution in region I is simply
the Ackeret value Au1=
2aU—, and AOI==O. Regions IL, lib,
B
and IIC are ~onsidered separately.
I
(r
r--s
-.
P,%e
Fnmrrm6.-Cane%UatIon for obtaining loadfns in r@on hlfkOllC%fby -tmnt dd’b edge.
Region IL:
2aU
From equation (24a) with Au1= ~Z
AU1l==
r
\/r—Kjs Rat 2aUdr0
r . -t fl(r-rJ ~K,s–r. -”
‘Ftan-lm (32a) ‘-
or, in x, y coordinates
4aU
Auu~=—~r tan-l
d
X+py
/3(m,x–y)
(3-21)
Region Ulj:
A knowledge of Aorbis required. From equation (18b),
(33)
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The load distribution in region IL is then, rec~m that A.r%= O,
Au=, = s+“-‘Z(’J2cJJdr,r ‘s fi(r-ro) 4Tz(S) –To– _..
(34)
Region II,:
Because the Kutta condition is appIied, —
(3-5)–
TEAUING-EDGE CANCELLATION I
The calculation of lift distributions on swept wings having
subsonic trailing edgea requires csncdlation wings of the
type shown in iigure 7. These wings cancel that part of the
Iift of the basic trianguhir wing that is downstream of the
traihg edge of the swept wing (references 3, 4, 6, and 7).
The lift is specified in region I. The Mt in regions II and III
is to be determined subject to the conditions thattw=O and
that the Kutta condition armliesat T=TI (s) and T=Tz(8).
The vzing of figure 7 (a) difters from the previoudy dis-
cussed cases in that two unknown regions (II and III) are-.—
continuoudy interacting. A special treatment is required
in ord~ to obtain the loading in regions II and III. (See, . .
for emmple, reference 6.) Approximate solutions can be
obtained, however, using equatiou (24a) and (24b). For
example, if the load at (r,s) in region II is desired, first -.T-
assurnethat AtiIIIis know-n. Then,
An expression for Au~ is, by integration along lines of constfmt r. (%. 7 (a)],
An approximate expression for Aum is then
(37) -
Equation (36), which may now be written in terms of Au. by substituting equation (37) for AUIII,becomes -. .,
The first term on the right side of equation (38) approximates
the contribution of region III to the loading in region II.
This term, as indicated in reference 6, is negligible for
the commonly encountered AuI distributions (corresponding
@?/1(~)>0.5. For thoseto steady lift, roll, or pitch) and ~
cases, equation (38) aimpliiks to
J
A’U1l= iJT—T2(S) ~z(8) Au1dre (39)
r TIb) (r—To) 1-0
The Kut.ta condition at r=rz(.s) is satided by both equations
(38) and (39). Equation (39) oan be reduced to elliptic inte-
grals in canonicaI form by the substitution indicated in
equation (29). The elliptic integmds may be avoided by
expanding Aw1in a Taylor’s series about ra=rz(s). Equa-
tion (39) can then be readily integrated, term by term, to
yieId a very good approtiation for Au= in terms of aJge-
braic and trigonometric functions.
When region I has a partly supersonic leading edge
(fig. 7 (b)), it is possible to write exact expressions for the
linearized load distribution in regions II and III. For” ““–
e..ample, the load at point (T,8) of @e 7 (b) is
Au== ~~r—r.(s)
{J
rl (s)
a- “0 [“-’(r0)CtG3-sH-l+L:(r-fi-l ’40)e (r–T.)JT*(8)–ro
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which reducee ta equation (39) when the contribution of
region III is neglected.
From the development of reference 6 it may be concluded
that equation (39) is sufhciently accurate for most problems
involving trailing-edge carmdlations, The evaluation of
equation (39) is generally simpIi6ed by the expansion of
Au1in a Taylor’s series about ra=r~(s).
A.-” ‘-.--- yTr,:a +. s,s. c;
(a)
-.. KY.E!iiH .“’ . .r,rO ‘s, a. [P-T,(8).- .;- 8-S3[V)n- m ,-. l I %
s-c!-
.,”
. .
1
(b)
(d Re@one II and III athuOtiY fntemctlng.
(b) ResIorJs H end III not wntfnuonsly Intarectfng.
FIGURE7.—TypIealmmdlfkfmw[ngafor oaneellng lift downstream of subsonfc trdllng
edge of swept wfngs.
SUCCESSIVE CANCEI&ATIONS
A camellation wing may induce lift that itself must be
canceled in order to satisfy boundary, conditions completely.
Thus, in figure 8, the cancellation of lift in region I induces
lift in region I’. The cancellation of lift in region I’ induces
lift in region I“ , and so forth. Each of these cancellations
is harded as previously described. These computations are
very tedious when lift is induced upstream of a subsonio
leading edge (for example, region I’ of Q. 8), inasmuch as a
knowledge of the sidewash (AfiJ), as well as of the lift dis-
tribution (Aul,), is needed in order to continue the cancella-
tion process. Numerical methods are generally required.
Successive cancellations are discussed more extensively in
references 3 and 4.
Fmmm8.-SuwesAve mmellatfons.
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
A general expression was determined for the lift distribu-
tion over a cancellation wing. The expression is valid when
the plan-form boundary (on cancellation wing) separating
the region of zero upwash from the region for which the lift
is specified is everywhere subsonically inclined to the free
stream. This expression permits the determination of lifL
distributions on a large vaxiety of wings. Tbe boundary
conditions for either the flow about a subsonic leading edge
or a subsonic trailing edge can be satisfied.
The lifkancellation technique was, illustrated for swept
wings having curvilinear plan forms, Leading-edge, side-
edge, and trailing-edge cancellations were considered. In
addition, the loading in a region influenced by a reentrant
side edge was found.
LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSIOIJ LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISOBY COMWTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, Januaqy 16, 1950.
A L13?I’-CANCELLATION TECHNIQUE IN IJNEAMZED
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
The following symbols sre used in this report:
a =
LZI =
a2 =
3(’,
c
;(+,k)
F(#,k)
fl(r,s,)
H=
A7
k
ilf
m
n
P
!l =
r,ro
8,8g 1
c’
u,t,,~
Au =
Au =
x,x’
?I,YO
z,z~I
(1+$7 –(1–6’)8
(1 +e)r,(s)–(1 –e)8
(1 +e)r,(8)–(1 –0)8
local Iift coefficient, p+
z
constant
root chord of swept wing
elhptic integral of second kind,
elliptic integral of&k kind,
function of r and s, defined by equation (12)
2aU
slope of phm-form edge in r,s coordinates, d@8
modulus of elhptic integrals
Mach number
slope of pkm-form edge in x,y coordinates, dy/dx
parameter of elliptic integral of third kind
locaI static pressure
a
Mach coordinate system (equation (4))
free-stream velooity
perturbation velocities in z-, y-, and z-directions,
respectively
ur—u~ (proportional to looal lift)
VT—’UB
Cartesian coordinate system
;=
8
e =
II(@,n,k)
P
i
P
Ap
%gione:
I
I&, . . .
II
a,%, . .
m
THEORY
angle of attack
m
density
area of integration
amplitude of elliptic integraLs
perturbation velocity potentiaI
doublet strength, q~~
integration variab~e
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region on cancellation wing for which loding is
specified
subdivisions of region I
region on cancellation wing for which w= O *
. subdivisions of region H
additional region on cancellation wing for which
W=o
Special designations:
?-=TI(S) r as function of ~ along plan-form boundary 1
.S=81(T) s as function of r along pkn-form boundary 1
Y=yl(z) y as function of x along phm-form boundary 1
Z=zl(y) z as function of y along plan-form boundary 1
?-=r~(s) r as function of ~ along phn-form boundary 2
8=82(T) ~ as function of r along phm-form boundary 2 .
and so forth.
Subscripts:
1,2,3 refers to plan-form boundaries 1, 2, and 3, re-
spectively
1,11 refers to regions I and II, respectively
B bottom surface of Z=I) plane
T top surface of 2=0 plane
Consider the foIIowing integral equation (ii the notation
of the appendix in reference 5), where the function f(z) is
aasumed known and the function u(f) k to be determined:
= ‘[u(.$)-u(z)ldf_ 2u(z)
J @ (z –g)’/’
(~ –41/2 @l)
After an integration by parts, equation (131)maybe mritten
(B2)
Equation (B2) is now an integral equation of the Abel type.
The continuous solution for u(~) is (reference 14)
[0 variable of integration
APPENDIX B
SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
1
J
z f(z)dx
u(z)=—~r ~ (z_z)l/z (B3)
evahmted at z=& This result is presented in reference 5.
Equation (llb) corresponds to equation (B1) with
u(9 = Q(r, SJand ~(z) = O. The solution for Q(r, s,), accord-
ing to equation (133), is then
@(r, sJ=O (13)
Equation (14) corresponds to equation @l) with
f(x)=– sM%) &l droX=r rl (8,) (r —TO)*12
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The solution for Ap~ according to equation (B3) is then { Equation (B5), evaluated at z=, and s,=., yields
‘“’’=&L.)+%K)2-$“4)
Reversing the order of in@gration and integrating yield
‘9,,=-) “(’”)‘~ ‘“0 (’~)—..-.
J
The dmyvation of equation (15) is simil.hr to that for equi-
r n&) (.c—r.J~-o tion (16) of reference 5.
APPENDIX c
DIFFERENTIATION TO OBTAIN Aun
The differentiation indicated in equation (16)
is to be conducted.
‘7(++:)E:(,;4Y*0
Inasmuch as AWI is a function of re and s,
(16)
(cl)
However, [(A~Jro-rl(,)]= O and, by integration by parts,
[ 1~ drer2W “*+(r–rO) +
J
r2(d Ap&. 2
rlw (r—TO)[r2(8)—r@18/2=— sh(8)(r—ro)~rz(s)—ra
so that equation (C2b) can be written as
bAor ,
(r–ro) Jr,(s) –r,+
Equations (C2a) and (C3) are substituted into equation
(C3)
(cl)
and the integrals containing Am are integrated by parts, re-
ducing equation (Cl) to
APPENDIX D
ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF SOLUTION SATISFYING
The integral equation formulation in terms of Ap (equa-
tion (14)) resulted in a solution that was continuous in Ap
(equation (15)) but discontinuous, in generaI, in the deriva-
bAW Au (equation (17a)) at r=r2(s). In order to obtain
‘ive z=
a solution continuous in Au, an integral equation may be
formulated that is similar to equation (14) but in terms of
Au rather thanAp. The inversion shown in appendix B
should result in a solution that is continuous in Au but dis-
continuous in the derivatives of Au at r=rz(s),
Consider eauation (10) for the w distribution in the z=O
plane. This ~quatiori ~ be difbrentiated with respect to
x using a technique introduced in reference 15 (equations (1)
to (3) therein). The expression for w at any point (r,s) is,
from equation (10),
M1ssApdr,ds.“-G . (s–sO)’/’(ro)o)’/’ (Dl)
KUTTA CONDITION AT r=r:(s)
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where r is the area abc in figure 9 (a). The wing is moved
upstream a distance & (fig. 9 (b)), keeping the coordinate
system &red in space. The expression for the upvmsh at
(r,s) now becomes
w+% dz=—:x
1ss Apdrtiso 1A,(s–8.)3/2(r–r.)3[’(D2)
The second term on the right side of equation (IX?) is zero
because Ap=O aIong the leading edge. Subtraction of
equation (D 1) from equation (D2) then yiekls
bw _ M ‘
IJS
Audr&s,
h 8z, ,(s–sa)’/’(rO)O)’/’ @3)
For points in region II of a cancektion wing, ~=0.
Thus, for the wing of figure 3 (a),
@4)
This equation is the same as equation (1la) except that Au
rephtces Ap. The invasion by AbeI’s integd equation for
Aun in terms of Aul then gives (fkom equation (15))
Inasmuch m the integral equations of reference 5 are
formulated in terms of Au and are inverted by means of
AbeI’s integral equation, ordy solutions satie&ing the Kutta
condition W restit therein.
u
t
r.. ?/,%,’ ‘..’ ‘.Leuding. b’ ‘.
e*e r, pa X2X3 2, s.
(a)
Iu
t
r.s W??fo.’ ‘\L8dding- .~l’ *.edge kr=,r’oS?,x.s.s.
(b)
(a) Orfgfnd paitfon ofwfng.
(b) Wing moved rI~ dfsfauce &.
I?ravax 9.–4Jw-s offntegmtfonrdatha toeqnatfons ~1) W COZ).
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